
Course: Introduction to linguistics.  

Credit: 2   Hours: 2  Elective 

Class: 中文系一年級 

Office: Creative building B01-525 

Office hour: Wednesday mid-noon, 7-8; Friday mid-noon 

Instructor: Yang Jhih-Siang 

E-mail:young984948@mail.ncyu.edu.tw 

 

I. Course Description:  

1, the formation and characteristics of modern Chinese language: The language and modern 

Chinese, modern Chinese cultural and historical background of the formation of modern 

Chinese vernacular, the formation of modern Chinese Mandarin, Modern Chinese 

characteristics.  

2, the distribution of modern Chinese dialects and common language specification: Description 

of Chinese dialects, dialect divisions, the standardization of modern Chinese, dynamic view of 

language.  

3, Modern Chinese overseas: The situation of overseas Chinese speech, the distribution of 

associations of overseas dialect, dialects advantages and overseas education.  

4, in modern society and the study of modern Chinese language learning: an introduction to 

modern Chinese and modern linguistics, modern Chinese and modern science, learning and 

research methods of modern Chinese.  

5, voice characteristics, distribution, and records: The acoustic features of speech, voice, 

physical characteristics, phoneme syllables, recorded sound symbols.  

6, syllable structure: The consonants, vowels and tones, softly, and children of.  

7, phonological system and the mosaic relationship: The phoneme, phonemic transcription 

method, the phonetic system of Mandarin, Mandarin audio bit distinctive features, phonological 

rules and voice variations, the structural features of Chinese syllables, Mandarin phonology 

transfer of mosaic law, alphabet and rhyme tuning the relationship between bits.  

8, speech and dialects corresponding evolution: The voice of the synchronic and diachronic 

changes in dialect and Mandarin counterparts.  

9, morpheme, word: The grammar units and grammatical structure, morpheme, word 

formation, word classification.  

10, the phrase: The phrase combination of classification, aggregation classification phrase, 

phrase structure and word structure of the similarities and differences, the boundaries of words 

and phrases and transformation, the development of the phrase.  

11: Sentence production and comprehension: The syntax of the three-dimensional structure 

and linear expression, memory blocks, and discourse comprehension, sentence analysis and 

sentence.  



12: the sentence block type and block order: The structure of the type of sentence, full stop 

block sequence.  

13: sentence transformation and free composition: The principle of transformation period, 

patient block of the transformation, the transformation block prepositions, agent block system 

block transform things, possessive block transformation, declarative sentences and 

interrogative transformation of negative sentences, declarative sentences and rhetorical 

question of the transformation, the sentence of free composition, subject and topic sentences.  

14: Complex Sentences, Sentences: Introduction to the layout of Chinese sentences and 

single sentence complex sentence group boundaries, and form co-complex sentences and 

sentence groups, meaning together in complex sentences and sentence groups.  

15, and the Analysis of the semantic units: Introduction vocabulary meaning and sentence 

meaning, sense and meaning of morpheme prime position analysis, semantic social and 

Productivity of.  

16: Yi-bit division and aggregation: The meaning of bits of differentiation, synonymous 

polymerization, antonyms, semantic field.  

 


